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Abstract 
In a recent paper we introduced Parikh slender languages as a generalization of slender lan- 
guages defined and studied by AndraSiu, Dassow, Pgun and Salomaa. Results concerning Pa&h 
slender languages can be applied in ambiguity proofs of context-free languages. In this paper 
an algorithm is presented for deciding whether or not a given context-free language is Parikh 
slender. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Length considerations are often useful in language theory. For example, Flajolet [5] 
has shown that the inherent ambiguity of very many context-free languages can be 
deduced from the transcendentality of their generating functions. Other deep results 
based on length considerations are well known, e.g., in the theory of Lindenmayer 
systems (see [14]). 
The notion of a Parikh slender language was introduced and studied in [7]. The idea 
is to count the words with the same Parikh vector. By definition, a language is Parikh 
slender if the number of words in the language with the same Parikh vector is bounded 
from above. More precisely, if C = {xl,. . . ,xm} is an alphabet and w E C* is a word, 
the Parikh vector G(w) of w is defined by 
rcl(w> = (#I, (w>, . .., #&(W>>> 
where #,(w) is the number of the occurrences of the letter x in w. Now, a language 
L I C* is termed Parikh slender if there is a positive integer k such that for each 
(iI,...> im) E N” there are at most k words in L with the Par&h vector (i,, , i,). For 
basic results concerning Par&h slender languages see [7]. We mention only that Parikh 
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slender languages can be used to give a new simple proof of the result of Autebert 
et al. [2] concerning the inherent ambiguity of coprefix languages of infinite words. 
The notion of a Parikh slender language is a generalization of the notion of a slender 
language due to Andrasiu et al. [I]. For slender languages see also [3, 8, 9, 10-131. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether or not a given context-free language is Parikh 
slender. 
The reader is referred to [6, 151 for the results concerning context-free languages 
used in the next section. 
2. The decision method 
We proceed to decide whether or not a given context-free language is Par&h slender. 
Suppose L&C* is a context-free language. First, decide by the method of [6, The- 
orem 55.21 whether or not L is a bounded language. If L is not bounded, [7, Theorem 
4.11 implies that L is not Par&h slender. We continue with the assumption that L is 
bounded. Then it is possible to find effectively words ~1,. . . , w, E C* such that 
Next, consider a new alphabet A = {al,. . . , a,} and define the morphism h : A* --f C* 
by h(ai)=w,, Idi<n. Denote R=aFa:...a,*. Clearly, h(R)=w:w,*...w,*. By the 
Cross-Section Theorem due to Eilenberg [4], there exists a rational language RI CR 
such that h maps RI bijectively onto w: wt . . . w,*. Furthermore, the construction of 
RI is effective. It follows that h maps h-‘(L) f~ RI bijectively onto L. Denote by $ 
the Parikh mapping $ : A* --+ N”. Because h-‘(L) n RI is a context-free language 
$(h-‘(L) f~ RI) is an effectively obtainable semilinear set (see [15]). Suppose 
Il/(h-‘(L)nRl)=B1u~~~uBs, 
where Bi C N” is a linear set for 1 d i 6 s. 
(1) 
Next, denote by $1 the Parikh mapping $1 : C* --) Nm where m is the cardinality 
of C. To determine whether or not L is Parikh slender, we have to decide whether for 
every k 2 1 there exist distinct words Vi,. . . , uk E h-‘(L) rl RI such that 
Il/l@(vl)) = “’ = till(h(Uk)). (2) 
Because no two elements of h-‘(L) f’ RI have the same Par&h vector, it suffices to 
decide whether for every k 3 1 there exist words vi,. . . , vk E h-‘(L) n R1 with pairwise 
distinct Pa&h vectors such that (2) holds. 
Consider now the linear space Q” over Q and define the linear mapping 4 : Q” -+ 
Q” by 4(ei) = $i(h(ai)) for 1 < id 12. Here {ei,. . . , e,} is the natural basis of Q”. 
By the previous paragraph, it suffices to decide whether or not for every k 2 1, there 
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exist distinct vectors xi ,. . .,Xk E I&-‘(L) n RI) such that #)(X1) = . . = $(Xk). By 
(1) it suffices to do this for each Bi, 1 < i < s. Consider, e.g., the set BI and suppose 
that 
bo+knib,jnj E N for lbj<t 
j=l 
where b,i E N” for 0 < j < t. Define the subspaces 
tively, by 
Si = {q,b, + ... +qtbtIqjEQ for l<j<t} 
and 
S, and S, of Q” and Qm, respec- 
S,={q,~(bl)+‘..+q,~(b,)(qjEQ for 16 j<t}. 
By elementary results from linear algebra, the dimensions of S1 and SZ can be com- 
puted effectively. If dim($) = dim(&), 4 maps S1 bijectively onto S2 and there does 
not exist distinct vectors xi, x2 E B1 such that &x1 ) = 44x2). If dim($) > dim(&), 
there exists a nonzero x E S1 such that 4(x) = 0. Without restriction we assume 
that 
x = (ni - ml )bl + . + (nl - m,)bl, 
where nj, mj E N for 1 <j < t. Denote 
a(k,q) = bo +q(nlbl + ... +ntbt) + (k - q)(mlbl + ... + mtb,) 
for nonnegative integers k 2 1, 0 < q < k. Clearly, cc(k, q) E B1 for k 3 1, 0 < q d k 
and 
cb(4k 4)) = 4(bo + k(mibi + . . . + mrb,)) + 4(qx) 
= 4(bo + k(m,bl + . . . + mtbt)) 
for 0 Q q 6 k. Therefore, for every k 3 1, there exist distinct xi,. . . ,xk+l E BI such that 
$(-xl ) = . = 6(Xk+l). 
We have now seen that it can be decided whether or not for every k 2 1 there exist 
distinct XI , . ,Xk E i,b(h-‘(L) n RI) such that 4(x1) = . . . = 4(Xk). Therefore, it can 
be decided whether or not L is Parikh slender. 
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